Background: Fragile histidine triad (FHIT) is considered as a member of the histidine triad (HIT) nucleotidebinding protein superfamily regarded as a putative tumor suppressor executing crucial role in inhibiting p53 degradation by MDM2. Accumulating evidences indicate FHIT interaction with p53 or MDM2; however, there is no certain study deciphering functional domains of FHIT involving in the interaction with MDM2 and/or p53. In this regard, such evident interaction can spring in mind determining important domains of FHIT binding to MDM2 with regard to p53. Materials and Methods: Since there were not any previous studies appraising complete three-dimensional structures of target molecules, molecular modeling was carried out to construct three-dimensional models of full FHIT, MDM2, P53 and also FHIT segments. Truncated structures of FHIT were created to reveal critical regions engaging in FHIT interaction. Results: Given the shape and shape/electrostatic total energy, FHIT structures (β1-5), (β3-7, α1), and (β5-7, α1) appeared to be better candidates than other structures in interaction with full MDM2. Furthermore, FHIT structures (β6-7), (β6-7, α1), (β4-7, α1) were considered to be better than other structures in interaction with p53. FHIT truncates that interact with MDM2 presented lower energy levels than FHIT truncates interacting with p53. Conclusion: These findings are beneficial to understand the mechanism of the FHIT-MDM2-p53 complex activation for designing inhibitory compounds. 
INTRODUCTION
Various methods have been developed in order to estimate protein-protein interactions which can be
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The FHIT is a member of histidine triad (HIT) nucleotide-binding protein superfamily and is considered as a putative tumor suppressor which its expression has been diminished or eliminated in various cancers. [4] The FHIT gene encodes a protein composed of 147 amino acids which is expressed at low levels in most tissue types. [5] The FHIT gene is located at 3p-14.2 and spans the FRA3B, which is a location very susceptible to environmental carcinogens and cytogenetic abnormalities. [5] [6] [7] [8] Replication stress induces tumor-like microdeletions in FHIT/FRA3B. [9] Besides, genomic alterations and aberrant expression of the FHIT have been associated with many types of human cancers. [4] FHIT plays an essential role in the regulation of the MDM2 protein. [7] MDM2 functions as a ubiquitine ligase for p53 via interaction with p53. [10] In tumors with wild-type p53, a potential mechanism which accounts for the resistance to apoptosis is p53 degradation. [7] p53 controls cell cycle, apoptosis, DNA repair, senescence, angiogenesis, cellular metabolism, and innate immunity. [11] [12] [13] p 5 3 i n c l u d e s a n u n f o l d e d a m i n o -t e r m i n a l transactivation domain (TAD), followed by a prolinerich region (PRR), DNA-binding and tetramerization domains (OD) that are connected through a flexible linker region and carboxyl terminus domain (CTD). [14] MDM2 structure composes of an N-terminal p53-binding domain, an acidic domain, a zinc finger domain, and a C-terminal RING domain. [15] Some studies strongly suggest that the interaction of FHIT with MDM2 blocks the interaction of MDM2 with p53, thus enhancing the stability of p53. [7] Besides, some studies have established that an allelic imbalance within the FHIT locus frequently coexists with p53 abnormalities. [7] The interaction of FHIT with MDM2 could interfere with the association of MDM2 and p53 and subsequently interrupting MDM2-mediated p53 degradation. [7] Structurally, FHIT forms a dimer in a solution (PDB) and the overall structure of its protomer can be described as a general α + β type [ Figure 1 ]. [16] Helices A, A′ of two protomers are near each other and a ten-stranded antiparallel sheet is formed from five-stranded antiparallel sheet of each protomer. [17] As previous studies show, the MDM2 protein interacts with p53 directly [18, 19] and inhibits p53 by binding its transcription domain, acting as a ubiquitine ligase of p53 target for degradation and binding with p53 and simplifying its export as it has nuclear export signal. [20, 21] In this regard, it has been shown that the MDM2 protein interacts with FHIT directly (confirmed by immunoprecipitation). [7] Moreover, other studies prove the interaction of p53 and FHIT. [7, 22] Therefore, FHIT and p53 have binding sites on MDM2 and it is possible that these proteins compete and/or affect each other in binding with MDM2.
Thus, finding the recognition site of FHIT-MDM2 interaction with p53 binding, one can assess the interaction and/or competition among these proteins for a therapeutical approach. Moreover, the search for functional domain of FHIT can indicate the protein domain responsible for tumor suppression.
In addition, a comparison of the interaction site and functional domains in regard to expression rate and/or destruction of p53 will shed light on the molecular mechanism of the FHIT-MDM2-p53 complex. Altogether, this information can be used for the designing of new drugs as inhibitor of this protein complex interaction resulting in tumor repression.
In this study we designed a series of FHIT constructs and studied their interaction with complete MDM2 and p53 models in silico. These in silico experiments could lead us toward easier, better and faster screening of FHIT segmented structures and reduce the cost of further experimental analysis. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tertiary structure determination of FHIT and its constructs FHIT is composed of 147 amino acids retrieved from Genebank. The PDB file of FHIT composed of amino acids 2-106 and 127-147 was obtained from protein databank (PDB code: 1FIT).
Based on previous studies, segmented structures were created with truncating pdb file using ViewerLite42 (2010). The tertiary structure of full FHIT was determined by homology modeling using the pdb 3D structure of FHIT, available from the protein databank (1FIT) as a template by Swiss homology modeling server, and Modeller 9v7(2009) program. Models were generated as PDB files in Modeller application using spatial structure restraints on the target sequence derived from its alignment with the template structure. Initially, 30 models were obtained for the full FHIT and 10 as constructs conformers, respectively in Modeller. Candidates were evaluated afterwards using PROCHECK provided by the Swiss homology modeling full model analysis. Geometry optimization was performed with the GROMOS 96 force field implementation of SPDB Viewer tool (2010).
MDM2 and p53 modeling
Since the PDB complete 3D structures of MDM2 and p53 were not deposited in the protein databank, finding complete models of p53 and MDM2 appeared to be mandatory. In this regard, we planned structure prediction procedure consisting of sequence alignment, model building, and structure refinement steps. [23] Swiss homology modeling and I-Tasser servers were used for modeling and finding templates with reliable identity and function homology for gaps of MDM2 and p53. Modeller 9v7 program was used to connect MDM2 and p53 segments. Finally, at least 40 models were made for each molecule. The Ramachandran plot was used to access the best model of each molecule. One of the p53 complete models and one of the MDM2 complete models were selected. Energy minimization of complete models was performed by spdb viewer.
Moreover, modeled structures validity were assessed using the PROCHECK Program provided by the Swiss Homology modeling web server full model analysis.
In Silico interaction studies Docked conformations and interaction energies were obtained using the protein-protein docking program HEX 5.1 (2008).
During docking operation by HEX docking option, the free energies were calculated based on the shape/ electrostatics. Default grid spacing of 0.6˚A, full rotation of the Ligand and the receptor around their own centroids were used. The program retains a summary of the 10,000 highest scoring orientations, of which the best 500 orientations were retained for viewing.
In all cases, the entire molecular surfaces were utilized in the docking, with no consideration of the active site. The average computational time used for a complex was approximately 30 minutes for HEX. HEX was performed on an IBM compatible computer running at 4 GB RAM and 2.5 GHz Dual Core™2 Intel® CPU.
RESULTS

Generation of different FHIT truncated structures
To identify the most critical regions of the FHIT being involved in the interaction with MDM2 and p53 and also assessing trimeric interaction complex, we generated 14 different truncated structures [ Table 1 ] and compared them with full length FHIT.
Structures were generated by truncating the 3D X-ray structure of FHIT molecule. Three models were generated in pdb format in each case, of which the final model was selected considering the lowest free energy (kJ/mol). The Ramachandran plots which were provided by the spdb viewer full model analysis reported that 100% of the residues fell within the core and allowed regions according to truncated structures 2-12, respectively. FHIT and its six truncated structures models have been represented in Figure 2 .
Complete MDM2 and p53 models MDM2 and p53 structures were generated by homology modeling. Forty models were generated in the pdb format in each case, of which the final model was selected considering the lowest free energy I (kJ/mol). The Ramachandran plots provided by the spdb viewer full model analysis reported that 98.4% and 99.4% of the residues fell within the favored and allowed regions according to MDM2 and p53 full models, respectively [ Figure 3 ].
The best model of each molecule was given to Swiss homology modeling server for procheck analysis and other analyzing programs. The best models of p53 and MDM2 were used for docking with FHIT. Figure 4 shows p53 and MDM2 models.
Swiss homology modeling server used 1z1m (1-118), 2c6a (290-335), 2vjf (428-491) from PDB protein databank for MDM2. There were two gaps at 119-289 and 336-420 amino acids of MDM2. I-Tasser "ab initio and template threading server" was used for modeling these two gaps. Swiss homology modeling server used 2ac0 (94-291) and 1olg (319-360) templates of PDB protein databank for p53. I-Tasser server was applied for modeling gap3 segment of p53.
Modeller program was utilized to connect segments of molecules after being modeled separately. At least, 40 models were made in each case. Ramachandran plot of models were compared and finally the best model of each molecule was chosen. Procheck program of Swiss homology modeling server was used to evaluate stability of models. Tables 2-4 show docking results of FHIT and its truncates with complete MDM2 and p53 that was performed by HEX. In Table 2 , E-totals refer to the interaction of FHIT constructs with complete MDM2 or complete p53. Table 3 shows docking total energy of complete MDM2 and p53. Figure 5 and 6 show proteins interaction in three-dimensional view.
Interaction analysis HEX results
Considering the shape and electrostatic energies, FHIT truncated forms 9b (β5-7, α1), 4 (β1-5) and 5 (β3-7, α1) have better interaction with complete MDM2 according to the calculated free energies. These data are comparable to free energies of FHIT wild type. Furthermore, interaction of 12 (β6-7) and 10b (β6-7, α1) structures and full FHIT with complete p53 are with lower total energy [ Table 2 ]. Since there is a possibility that FHIT and p53 might interact with MDM2 in a competitive way, we have also investigated the interaction of triple protein complex FHIT, MDM2 and p53 in two stages. As Table 4 illustrates, following interaction analyses of FHIT truncates with MDM2 complete model, interaction of complete p53 with these complexes was performed. Likewise, we evaluated the interaction of FHIT truncates with the p53 complete model, followed by interaction with complete MDM2 [ Table 4 ]. Truncated structures 3 (β1-4), 10 (β6-7, α1), and 6 (β4-7, α1) complexed with complete MDM2 interacted with complete p53 with higher total energy status. Truncates 12b (β6-7), 9 (β5-7, α1), and 11 (α1) complexed with complete p53 interacted with complete MDM2 in higher total energy status.
DISCUSSION
Protein -protein interactions are considered as a crucial phenomenon for virtually every process in a living cell and in biochemistry [24] so as to reveal the possibility to predict binding regions on the surface of protein molecules that has engrossed noteworthy attention in recent years. [25] Three-dimensional structures of proteins and their segments are necessary for their interaction study. Since only parts of FHIT, MDM2 and p53 had been resolved as 3D structure in protein databank, it was necessary to model them.
Docking is regarded as a computational method for finding the best matching between two molecules which can be used in the rational drug design. [26] Hex apparently accelerates the procedure compared with the typical FFT docking algorithms. [27] Spherical polar Fourier correlation allows considering shape complement and also enhancing the role of the electrostatic correlation using the shape and electrostatic calculation selection. [28] Previous studies demonstrate that there is no protein size limitation in the Hex method. [29] Herein, we modeled three-dimensional structures of MDM2 and p53 and also full FHIT along with its 13 truncated 3D structures. In the Ramachandran plot which is known as a validation tool for stereo chemical quality of a protein structure, [30] a good homology model should have >90% of the residues in the favorable region. After energy minimization and assessment of the Ramachandran plot of each model with PROCHECK (Swiss homology modeling server), the evaluation suggests a reasonable homology model for MDM2 and p53 which provides examination of protein-substrate interactions. We tested docking of MDM2 and p53 as a receptor to compare the interaction tendencies of a special motif or a group of them within FHIT.
As we are aware, there is not any previous functional study discussing the pose of the interaction to compare with it. Docking results indicate that interaction of full FHIT with p53 (E-total: -568.66) and MDM2 (E-total: -459.53) is accompanied with lower total energy compared to the interaction of the complete MDM2 with p53 (E-total: -399.25).
Given the interaction of Full FHIT with complete models of p53 and MDM2, it is evident that FHIT truncates affinity to MDM2 are more than such tendency to p53.
According to the interaction values, FHIT interacts with p53 approximately the same as MDM2 although FHIT truncates interact with complete MDM2 at lower E-total status than p53.
Our results reveal that the tendency of the β6-7 segment of FHIT to p53 is more than other parts. Besides, β5-7, α1 structure of FHIT has more affinity to MDM2 than other forms.
Having studied the abovementioned interactions, we found that FHIT remarkably has better affinity to bind MDM2 in regard to p53. Even though it can bind to p53 with low energy, when MDM2 is added to the model, the interaction with p53 is further attenuated [ Table 4 ].
Interestingly, the complex of FHIT truncates interact with complete MDM2 at lower total energy, usually interact with p53 at higher total energy. Whereas, the complex of FHIT truncates interact with complete p53 at lower total energy, usually interact with MDM2 at higher total energy. Hence, these findings imply a sequence/conformation specificity of FHIT truncates for interacting with MDM2 or p53.
With regard to the obtained results, it is clear that FHIT affinity to MDM2 and p53 is more than that of the MDM2 to p53. Furthermore, FHIT tendency to MDM2 is almost similar to the affinity of FHIT to p53.
Based on yeast two-hybrid [31] and immunoprecipitation studies, P53 interacts with MDM2 at residues 1-41 [31] or 1-52 [32] and MDM2 interacts with p53 at residues 1-118 [31] or 19-102. [32] Site-directed experiments corroborate that Leu14, Phe19, Leu22, and Trp23 residues of p53 are more important for interaction. [33] It is known that the MDM2 protein directly interacts with p53 [18, 19] and regulates p53 function by binding to its transcription domain, adding ubiquitine to assist its degradation and binding to p53 to help its nuclear export. [20, 21] Besides, a couple of studies disclosed p53 and FHIT interaction [7, 22] and their possible correlation. [34] Based upon our results, the interaction site of FHIT with MDM2 and p53 are different with overlapping parts. The best interaction site for MDM2-FHIT is amino acids 34-102 containing β5-7, α1. On the other hand, for FHIT-p53 interaction, amino acids 75-106 containing β6-7 are involved. Although residues 75-102 are involved in both interactions, the shorter constructs do not perform well with MDM2 and longer structure (aa 34-102) interacts weakly with p53 [ Table 2 ]. Interestingly, when the MDM2-FHIT interaction is challenged with p53, the interaction site is similar to MDM2 per se (i.e. 34-102). However, when p53-FHIT docking is challenged with MDM2, the interaction site is changed from amino acids 75-102 for p53 alone to amino acids 34-102 (docking of three proteins). Thus, FHIT binds to MDM2 with lower energy in the presence of p53 and the binding site shifts toward FHIT-MDM2 interaction. These data provide information concerning competing FHIT with p53 in binding to MDM2. Therefore, in the presence of FHIT, p53 is released from MDM2 and can increase apoptosis or cell cycle arrest.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, using truncated parts of FHIT (parts with higher E-total energy interacting with MDM2) could be effective in inhibiting the degradation effect of MDM2 on p53 through altering MDM2 interaction and p53 release. Constructing these important FHIT segments and subsequently utilizing them will provide further in vitro data regarding FHIT-MDM2-p53 interaction in cancerous cell.
